
Reaching Out Committee meeting minutes


October 19, 2020


Participants:  Margo, Tony, Brian, Diane, Jen

Regrets:  Mallory, Jane Roy


Margo offered an opening prayer.


Minutes from September meeting were not available so we worked from our notes.


1.) Debrief of the September electronic recycling event, organized by Tony.  Thanks!  Generated 
$223.85 plus we have $250.00 donated back to us from Dr. McBean.  Discussed source to 
donate it to.   Suggestions have been to the Church funds or to the focus of a water bottle refill 
station.

ACTION:  Margo to ask Bob about appropriate placement of the funds.


2.) Church Re-opening debrief - Check in about how those who have attended have felt.

“Great to see people, hear the organ, sitting in peace in the sanctuary.”

Want to build in Mission and Service message monthly.  Suggestion that we ask Dan to do this.

2a.) M and S newsletter submission - discussed linking to the video however also a particular 
message (did we decide how often - weekly?) as well.  I will choose one for this week to get 
the ball rolling.

ACTION:  Discuss further at our next meeting.

ACTION: Mallory, would you ask Dan about a spoken message from the pulpit in November?

As I type this, I feel that the more like this that we can add to our services, the more a sense of 
normalcy will be felt.


3.) Canadian Food Grains Bank - our previous commitment to support has been documented

However no other commitment.  Since our meeting, I am wondering if we have a speaker from 
them take a service.  I know that First St. Andrew’s has had someone.  Wondering if there is a 
Sunday with a food theme.  Will check.

ACTION: Margo will get the name of the speaker in case we want to pursue this.  Discuss at 
our November meeting.


4.) Sudan concert - on hold for this year.  Follow up discussion with Jane. Suggestion that a 
piece be put in the newsletter with a link to donate.

ACTION: Tony has volunteered to do so.


5.)Food Drive - Again, putting info into the newsletter with information regarding how to donate.

ACTION:  Tony is our ‘go to’ guy to do this as well.  Thanks Tony!


6.)Mission Sunday - November 22

Jane will write the service, Brian has volunteered to read the scripture, Tony will do the M and S 
reading, will ask Karen S. To choose the hymns.  Suggestions for speakers were Peter Rozaluk, 
E.D. of Mission Services, Pam Cullen from London Community Chaplaincy, Nancy Howard 
from ELUCO, who has spoken in the past.  Jane felt that Peter would be a good choice due to 
his long association with the Church.

ACTION:  Margo will contact him (voicemail left Monday, October 25)


7.) New initiatives:  Consider information from the survey as sent to us by Tony on March 30, 
2020.  

ACTION: For discussion at our next meeting, plus any new ideas. 

Next meeting: Monday, November 9th at 7 p.m.


